Teske Interview

Thu 11/18/2021 2:48 PM
To: Erick Kaardal <kaardal@mklaw.com>; moparmolly@outlook.com <moparmolly@outlook.com>
Hi:

- I would like to meet up with Tommy after the interview.
- For the interview, I wanted to mention a good area of inquiry would be to ask how she was planning/would have set up the Central Count area, when those plans for 11/3 were finalized, and what participation she had in the planning. Because, as you saw, Tommy, it was a disorganized, complete mess spread over how many acres to count 32,000 ballots? And I don't think an experienced clerk would set that up. She may have some strong thoughts on that.
- Also, ask her opinion of Jamie Fuge, her qualifications to run central count, why she was chosen, how can she be reached to communicate with, etc.

You probably already thought of good stuff, but this would be enlightening, IMHO.

Respectfully,
Carol